NOTE:
1. PRE DRILL ALL RE–BAR HOLES
2. SIMILAR DESIGN SHALL BE USED WHEN GROUND ELEVATION IS LOWER THAN BACK OF SIDEWALK.

EXISTING GRASS

TOP SOIL 4" MINIMUM DEPTH

SOD AS REQUIRED

LOOSE 5/8" CRUSHED ROCK

#4 RE–BAR PINS (2 PINS PER TIMBER)

6"X 8"X 8" TREATED TIMBER OR R/R TIE (SEE DETAIL BELOW)

6" TYPICAL

GROUND COVER MATERIAL 1" BELOW SIDEWALK GRADE

2' MIN

4' MAX

1" MIN

18"

COMPACTED CRUSHED ROCK

#4 RE–BAR, 24" IN GROUND (2 PINS PER TIMBER)

4" SIDEWALK

4" SIDEWALK

TIMBER DETAIL: